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"Plagiarism isn't just a lie, it isn't just cheating (in cases of contests or academia), and it isn't just 

copyright infringement (in many cases), it's also incredibly stupid."

— Jonathan Bailey, Plagiarism Today

Jen Stevens

Recently, I read an article with somebody else's name on it that sounded an awful lot like something 

I'd written. Most of it had been lifted word-for-word. The writer apologized profusely. Case closed.

Still, it got me thinking about the ways you can successfully approach a topic when lots of folks have 

written about it before.

Penning articles can be a great way to build your credibility, promote your expertise, and woo clients. 

But, copying somebody else's text — in addition to being illegal — makes you look lazy.

Lifting ideas, though … that's a different matter. Ideas cannot be copyrighted. When you pluck one — 

and you make it your own — you look enterprising.

It's not that hard to do. The trick is to "cook" an idea your own way. Think about it like this …

Say you go to an orchard to pick apples with a couple of friends. Baskets full, you each head home to whip up a dessert. One 

friend makes an apple pie. The other makes an apple tart. You make an apple cobbler. You all start with the same raw 

ingredients: those apples … plus sugar, flour, butter, cinnamon. But, you each make something unique.

You can do the same thing with ideas.

An easy, surefire way is to draw on your own experiences. Here are four ways to do that:

1.

Come up with an appropriate analogy that's all your own.

My apple-picking analogy here? It came to mind because some friends and I recently took our kids to Happy Apple 

Farms. I had apples on the brain.

Lots of people have written about plagiarism, but I seriously doubt any have discussed it in the same breath with apple 

cobbler.



2.

Peg your ideas to a recent experience you've had or to a current news item.

An easy way to freshen a "classic" idea is to relate it to something you just did or read or to some recent newsworthy 

event.

For instance, if I were to pen an article titled, "How to Write Good Descriptions." I could begin by referencing a piece I 

read recently in The New York Times. The descriptions were particularly strong. I'd explain to my readers why they're so 

engaging.

I could talk about what that writer did so well — and show my readers how they could do the same thing.

Often, you'll find great jumping-off points in the news. Say, for example, you want to write an article about how best to 

handle a public-relations challenge. You could open your piece by referring to the recent United Airlines scandal. What 

lesson would you have your readers learn from the way United handled their crisis?

3.

Aim for a fresh audience.

An idea that might feel pretty standard-issue to a certain group of readers can be truly eye-opening to another. So, think 

about the ways you can take the know-how you use every day in your own area of expertise and find new folks to share 

it with.

For example, take an idea like using "picture, promise, proof, push" in a promotion. It's a "classic" idea to an audience of 

copywriters.

But if you're a travel writer, in all likelihood that's new to you. So, I could write about how you take this proven 

copywriting technique and apply it to travel articles. And, that would be a whole new take on the subject.

4.

Start with somebody else's idea, say it's their idea … and then refute it, agree with it, or build upon it.

Start with an assertion somebody else makes and react to it.

Say you read an article about how to use vinegar to remove laundry stains. The author asserts there's no more powerful 

natural stain-fighter. You could agree, maybe even quote the writer and send your readers to her piece.

But, then your piece might continue, "But vinegar is good for a whole lot more than laundry. Here are five household 

hassles vinegar takes care of instantly … "

Have you ever found yourself reading an article and nodding vigorously in agreement? Well, begin there. Tell your 

readers you just read this piece, and it's spot on.

Tell them they should go read it, too. But then explain why you feel that way. Use an example from your own life. Share 

a story that further supports that other author's idea.



My point is simple: You don't need to copy somebody else's words. Even if the idea you want to write about has been written 

about thousands of times before.

Look to your own life. Look to what's going on in the world around you today. Share your reactions. Your opinions. That's how 

you take a "classic" idea and make it your own.
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Jen, you have smartly crafted the idea that how to steal other's ideas and how can you make them your own. The ideas 

matter. Once you have an idea you can make it significant your own way and tell the reader that this idea is your own. You 

have rightly mentioned that one can steal and present in a new way. When you have an idea it is simple to elaborate it for 

your readers. Readers will find it anew. 

Mahesh Seelvi – over a year ago

Words of Wisdom. Reading gives me a starting point for writing, as in, "that's a great idea." But pulling analogies and 

emotions from my own experience makes my writing strong and believable. And much more fun. Poets learn by writing 

"imitation" poems. And it's all legit.

Guest (Maxine Brink) – over a year ago

Using ideas or methods or even equipment in different fields or industries where they weren't used before is common 

practice in scientific and technical research. They've never been called plagiarism. Scientists and researchers who did that 

weren't punished instead they got their PhDs and Patents. All they did was learning something from others and using it 

somewhere where others didn't. They had to do certain ajustments though, but that was often useful and rewarding job.
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Alexander – over a year ago

Hi Will and Jen,when,someone steal a idea,the idea may have no meaning that's crap,when you have skills,they ideas are 

crap.

Darrick – over a year ago

I disagree with Point #3. I've seen plagiarism happen in classroom settings. Sometimes copyrighted material has been 

lifted, condensed, and re-written to "your own voice", but it's still plagiarism because the writer hasn't credited the original 

source. Better to work with Point #4 if you're using material that's from a copyrighted source. Cuz if you're found out, your 

credibility gets a hit.

Guest (Garvey) – over a year ago

Jen you have really excellently elaborated the tricks to steal the idea but not the words. You are right that this is the only 

catch for good writing. Certainly the ideas can't come daily but certainly one can certainly wrap in the new words. 

Guest (Muhammad Iqbal) – over a year ago
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